Physiologia (nature-lore) and its Greek original, qptrioXoy(a, were used by classical writers as synonymous with 'natural philosophy'--the study and description of all natural objects. The word was frequently employed by Galen in this sense-which has been a source of confusion to modern writers-and also by Cicero who referred to its Greek origin ("naturae ratio, quam physiologiam Graeci appellant", De Nat. Deorum, I, 8; De Divinatione, I, 41). It was in this sense that the word was ordinarily used in English until well into the eighteenth century. Thus, in i654, Walter Charlton wrote a treatise on physics under the title, Physiologia. . . or a fabrick of science natural, upon the hypothesis of atoms. Robert Boyle also often used the word in the broad sense: "For there are very few men," he says, "that are enrich'd with a competent stock of Experiments and Observations to make out clearly and solidly, I say not all these Phanomena of Nature, but all those that belong to Chymistry, Anatomy, or any such considerable subordinate Doctrine of Physiology. And those very men that are diligent and judicious enough to study prosperously any of those parts of Physiology, are oblig'd to spend so much time in the accurate Prosecution of that, and are wont to be thereby made so wary, and so thorowly acquainted with the Difficulty of Physiological Investigations, that they will least of all men be forward to write Systems." (Certain Physiological Essays, London, i66i, p. 5). One still finds this usage in I797 in the Encyclopaedia Britannica (3rd Edition, XVI, I 8, i): "Re-action, in physiology, the resistance made by all bodies to the action or impulse of others that endeavour to change its state whether of motion or rest."* A somewhat special derivative, physiologus, came into common usage in the i ith century when Bishop Theobold, abbot of Monte *Those interested in the physiological beliefs of the x5th and i6th centuries will find a most enlightening discussion in P. Ansell Robin's The Old Physiology in English Literature (London, J. M. Dent & Son, 9 i9I). He gives many significant passages from Elizabethan plays but he uses the term 'physiology' in the modern sense.
were used by classical writers as synonymous with 'natural philosophy'--the study and description of all natural objects. The word was frequently employed by Galen in this sense-which has been a source of confusion to modern writers-and also by Cicero who referred to its Greek origin ("naturae ratio, quam physiologiam Graeci appellant", De Nat. Deorum, I, 8; De Divinatione, I, 41) . It was in this sense that the word was ordinarily used in English until well into the eighteenth century. Thus, in i654, Walter Charlton wrote a treatise on physics under the title, Physiologia. . . or a fabrick of science natural, upon the hypothesis of atoms. Robert Boyle also often used the word in the broad sense: "For there are very few men," he It is perhaps not inappropriate here to discuss the adjectival forms derived from the noun physiology. There seems to be a sharp line of division, largely geographical, between those who employ "physiologic" and those who use "physiological". It must be remembered that with many corresponding adjectives such as "historic" and "historical", and "classic" and "classical" the meanings are quite different, and until an editorial board in Chicago decreed that the 'al' should henceforth and forevermore be dropped in their journals, there was a tendency among physiologists to make a distinction between the two adjectival forms. Some people quite spontaneously spoke of a "physiologic salt solution," but in the same breath they might remark, "The experiment is not physiological". No one would have dreamed here of omitting the final syllable, and yet a law, which in some quarters is held to like that of the Medes and the Persians, prescribes that in no circumstances are we permitted to use this final syllable. I submit that this is a flagrant violation of the first principle of good usage. When the American Medical Association can point to one "Physiologic Society" or to one "Physiologic Laboratory" which has not been so dubbed at its behest, then, and only then, will physiologists as a body consider spontaneously dropping the final 'al'. At present every society devoted to physiology describes itself as "physiological", and every laboratory concerned with this specialty is similarly designated. Anyone who attempts to write in accordance with the best traditions of our language deplores an arbitrary decree of an editorial board which, in settling upon a given usage, fails to be guided by those who are entitled to pass judgment upon special words.
The vicissitudes through which the term physiology has passed are not without relation to the history of the subject itself. In the ancient world, as now, there were those who averred that life could be explained in terms of purely physical forces,-a view against which Galen vehemently protested. However this may be, physiology has until recently been chiefly concerned with a correlation of the phenomena of life with the laws of physical science, and progress has accordingly been conditioned in large measure by the growth of physics and chemistry. Borelli's analysis of the action of muscles, for instance, could not have been made without the mechanics of Galileo, and the physiology of respiration took great strides a few years after the announcement of Boyle's law (I662). In fact the history of physiology before the middle of the nineteenth century consisted largely of a record of new interpretations of vital phenomena in terms of some recently-discovered physical principle. This dependence of the subject upon its sister sciences might seem humiliating if it were not that in recent years physical science has 'stolen a march' upon the students of vital function. Few physiologists still await eagerly the next discovery of the physical laboratory. Physiology in most of its branches remains as yet purely objective, and facts are still being collected laboriously in the hope that, when analysed, they will prove compatible with some elementary generalization, such as the laws of osmosis or the principles of thermodynamics. The latest theories of vision, for example, appeal to long-established laws, such as those of mass action and photochemical decomposition, rather than to the latest deductions concerning the shape of electron orbits or the nature of light.
The conditions of study and the complexity of vital phenomena are indeed such that one is surprised that physiology was not outdistanced many years before. This speaks rather for the intelligence of physiological worthies of the past-that they were eager and able to keep pace with their colleagues-than as a reflection upon the leaders of the science during recent years. With the tacit recognition of this fact a new outlook has arisen in physiology, and the subject is now pursued more for its own sake than previously. In the immediate future, progress is likely to come through study of the peculiar and limited resources which living material offers, and the discoveries of physicists and chemists will have less influence than in former times. This, indeed, is the challenge to the physiologist of the future.
